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Introduction To Invest or not to Invest?

 
 
 

In this issue I continue to look at the ‘to invest or not to invest’ decision. I
also consider the challenges facing those running small businesses in the UK.

Market Commentary

Market correction. UK employment rate hits record high. Mortgage approvals
‘lowest for five years’. Buy to let sales produce a Capital Gains Tax bonus for
the Treasury.

Managing Risk – Importance of Timescale

Consider if you will two scenarios:

• You have been reading the financial press and you have identified the shares of a UK bank that
you feel have potential. One of your children is getting married in six months and you buy the
shares with the intent of paying for the wedding out of the profits you will make when you sell
them in a few months’ time.

• Your daughter has just given birth and you buy the same shares with the intent of making a gift
to your new grandchild on his or her 21st birthday.

Same underlying investment, but the same risk level? No. The first example, because of the very short
timescale, is highly speculative whilst the second example, because of the longer timescale, carries less
risk.

As an aside in Bitcoin terms six months is a very long term investment….

Managing Risk – Liquidity

A further consideration when investing is liquidity and segmentation – when will you need some or all of
your money?

Some investments are very liquid (can be sold out of quickly) and traded shares in large companies are
example of this.

Other investments are far less liquid and direct property investment is probably one of the best
examples here; properties are not segmented – if you need the money you have to wait till you have
sold the whole thing – you can’t take a few bricks out of the wall and go down the local shop to buy
food.

Of course it is possible to borrow against property - but banks normally only lend money to those who
do not need it.



SUMMARY

Another two things to consider on your ‘should I invest’ checklist.

Review & ‘Financial Medical’ service

Our offer of a free review of your existing investments or a strategy report for recipients of this
newsletter is still open; call us if you would like a chat.

And finally…

Please continue the feedback – telephone us or send an email. In the next edition I look at the various
ISA options

P.S.

HMRC plan to force small businesses to provide quarterly returns online. In my opinion this will be
another hurdle for them and it will certainly pose a challenge for those who are used to turning up at
their accountants once a year with a Tesco bag stuffed with papers.

On this theme my daughter is becoming self-employed as a barber. This means of course registering the
fact with HMRC and keeping records; the following abridged conversation indicates the challenges:

• Me – if you are becoming self-employed you need to keep records of what you earn and spend.

• Her – why?

• Me – Records help you to know how you are doing

• Her – I know how I am doing – if there is money in my purse I am doing ok

• Me – (deep sigh) and also so you can tell the taxman what profit you make.

• Her – why?

• Me – so that they can take tax off you.

You can probably guess how this conversation developed. There are arguments for increasing indirect
taxation (VAT) and increasing allowances to reduce the administration that puts so many off being self-
employed, especially given the planned new digital regime.

P.P.S.
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